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Stainless steel Aqua Lounge

More than a pool … a state of mind
We’ve designed and developed the aqua lounge so that you can relax and enjoy the water in a calm,
tranquil environment whether indoors or out.
The aqua lounge is a place to relax and have fun. Here, there’s no noisy bubble machine or pre-moulded
seats forcing you into position. The aqua lounge has been designed with ergonomics in mind, breaking
down conventional barriers and encouraging discussion and interaction between bathers and the
people around them (bench and bar position for the Aqualounge model).

A convenient and … ingenious system

A modular design … that adapts to you
The use of high-quality materials such as stainless steel, exotic wood and glass are crucial to our vision of
the aqua lounge. We wanted to get as far away as possible from the traditional industrially-moulded
free-standing pools. This is why we’ve developed two models, both of which are available in several
different lengths: Aqualounge (a bench and a bar) and Allure (two benches). These will fit right into your
home and interior design scheme thanks to a wide range of siding and textures, which you can modify as
often as you want.*
Choose from over 90 different finishes and create the perfect ambience for your home.

Innovative … technology
nology

The aqua lounge is the result of a long research and development phase, enabling us to bring you an
The raised, free-standing design eliminates the need for the noisy, messy construction site associated
with traditional pools. For some types of installation, you won’t even need a concrete foundation.
The flat floor ensures total freedom of movement within the tub. Thanks to the strength and resilience of
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extremely flexible product which is fully assembled on site (each part fits through a normal sized doorway).

*a wide range of options are available.
For more information,
please call us at 09 84 48 35 94.
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Aqualounge 300,
with its own transparent bar
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the water-tight stainless steel basin (which doesn’t even need any welding on-site thanks to our patented
system), you can install a range of equipment such as an aquabike or underwater fitness systems.
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A retractable ladder for improved safety,
with wide steps made from exotic wood.
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A corrosion-resistant 316L stainless steel
ladder with integrated skimmer.
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The water treatment and heating system is
fully concealed under the bench.
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Stainless steel Aqua Lounge
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Made in France: 100% designed and manufactured in France
M
Made from 100% recyclable materials

High pressure laminate (HPL) siding, resistant to
impacts, solvents, weather, UV radiation and can
withstand temperatures from -80°C to +180°C.

A patented 316L stainless steel basin:
• no limit to how high you can raise the water
temperature
• prevents the build-up of micro-organisms
Extra-clear window made from 18mm
laminated safety glass

